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The candidates shall limit their answers precisely within the 
answer-book (40 pages) issued to them and no supplementary/ 
continuation sheet will be issued.
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Note: Attempt Six questions in all. Question No. 1 is 
compulsory; each short answer question carries 2 marks. 
In Addition attempt one question from each Unit 
(I-V) each question carries 12 (16) marks.
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Compulsory Question 

( 3l Pw r4 3TFT )

1. Attempt all short Answer Questions :

(a) What are the technical attributes of consumption 

function?

Rqprn TrH Wirenr w t?

(b) What is multiplier? Derive its formula in terms of MPC. 

W t? (MPC) 3 w

^FT ^t'l

(c) What do you mean by under-employment equilibrium? 
3 3TTWI W <WI t?

(d) What is liquidity preference? 
rtwti w t?

(e) Briefly explain the long run Phillips curve.

(f) What do mean by warranted rate of growth? 
toRT TC 3 3TTWI t?

(g) Explain the meaning of lagged effects of policies. 

qtW fad foci 7R1R1' 3T2f pre

(h) What is high powered money? 
vrf^r i?

(i) What is wage push inflation?
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(j) Mention the assumption of Hicks trade cycle 

theory.

UNIT-I ()

2. Explain the Permanent Income Hypothesis of consumption. 
Compare the permanent income hypothesis with the life 
cycle theory of consumption.

TT'qfrr 3th qfbhr'-Mi

3. Explain with diagram the basic classical model of income 
and employment determination.

3TFT 3fk T^FIR RFlfpT W5fk

UNIT-II ( )

4. "The quantity equations remain the most illuminating 
summary of the forces determining the general theory of 
prices." Discuss.

“■rhi tfrri Wo'
cfT^ c^Tcff ttVH WJVT ^HT ^3TT t”l
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5. Explain the financial theory of investment determination. 
Give its criticism.

fMvr fsrafa fkgfa oqrw ^wt

UNIT-III ( ^cFlf-III)

6. What is meant by classical dichotomy? Explain how the 
Patinkin's real balance effect resolves it?
VII ^4 fg^FSH W t? Whd ciifrifaq,

7. Compare and contrast the Neo-classical and Keynesian 
views on rate of interest.

3ftl 3RR ^W*l

UNIT-IV ( ^JT^-IV )

8. Explain the golden rule of accumulation of economic growth.

ante fwre

9. Explain the rational expectation analysis to theory of 
inflation.

tiwlfa ftel dWld cfft -sqrw

^‘l
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UNIT-V (^nf-v)

10. Explain the monetarist perspective on monetary and fiscal

policies.

chlfayj

11. In what way a central bank attempt to inflate an economy 
once the private sector forms its expectations through 

discretion in monetary policy? Explain.

wt rrrr
3 3THt TOP t rft fRRT 7R?- 3

3T«fsRRRT Rft Rfl 1RTRT RRflT t? ^TTW =hlfclU,l
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